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Abstract

If the recent financial crisis was a test of the bankruptcy system and its ability to deal with the risks posed by modern finance, then the bankruptcy system failed. Well-designed financial networks have circuit breakers, but the exemption of securitized assets and derivatives trades from the bankruptcy process left bankruptcy law unable to stop runs on financial contracts held by financial institutions. The more effective the bankruptcy law, the greater the ability to build from it to create specialized resolution regimes or to use it to resolve even financial firms, which would increase certainty among creditors and the public. This article emphasizes the importance of effective bankruptcy law as a backstop to systemic risk.
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1. Introduction

The recent financial crisis begins and ends with bankruptcy. Securitizing assets and collateralizing derivatives trades have insulated assets from the bankruptcy process, and the protection from bankruptcy appeared to contribute to high volumes of investments in securities and derivatives by financial institutions. When the value of the securities fell, derivatives counterparties reacted to losses at the institutions holding the securities by seizing additional collateral from the institutions, which pushed the institutions closer to insolvency. Because the counterparties were exempt from bankruptcy law, the ordinary rules of bankruptcy could not preserve the assets within the institutions, and the resolution of distressed financial institutions within bankruptcy became impossible.

Government bailouts, outside of the bankruptcy system, lacked the efficiency, fairness, and transparency characteristic of bankruptcy. The bailouts socialized losses, while benefiting the directors and shareholders of institutions that had undertaken excessive risk. Political actors had discretion to decide outcomes for individual institutions and their creditors, outside of a public, judicial forum. Solving the deficiencies in the response to the recent crisis would therefore appear to require a more robust bankruptcy law. Legislation to establish a new resolution authority has continued to rely on the existing bankruptcy system in most instances. Because a mostly-successful bankruptcy law exists already, minor updates could realign the bankruptcy law with the realities of modern finance. While the law has exempted derivatives, in order to prevent losses from spreading from one institution to the counterparties to its derivatives trades, the exemption instead appeared to propagate risk throughout the financial system. The more similar the special resolution authority to the bankruptcy system, and the more ability to resolve institutions within bankruptcy, the more certainty creditors will have in regard to their likely treatment and recoveries.
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A circuit breaker is necessary that prevents runs on financial contracts held by financial institutions, in order to maintain the stability of the economic system.\textsuperscript{13} This article emphasizes the importance of effective bankruptcy law as a circuit breaker to systemic risk.\textsuperscript{14}

Section I first anchors bankruptcy law in its underlying theory.\textsuperscript{15} The Section explains how the goals of efficiency, fairness, and transparency animate provisions of the bankruptcy code.\textsuperscript{16}

Section II presents a comparison of the resolutions that occurred during the recent crisis outside of bankruptcy, with the characteristics of the traditional bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{17} The Section argues that government bailouts sacrificed the efficiency, fairness, and transparency that the bankruptcy system has achieved.\textsuperscript{18}

Section III explores the reasons why regulators circumvented bankruptcy procedures during the crisis, in light of the shortcomings of the alternative response.\textsuperscript{19} The Section argues that the insulation from bankruptcy of securities and derivatives trades made the insolvency of financial institutions more likely, while simultaneously rendering their resolution in bankruptcy impossible.\textsuperscript{20} The bankruptcy exemption incentivized the accumulation of securitized assets and derivatives trades on the balance sheets of institutions.\textsuperscript{21} When mortgage defaults caused losses at institutions holding mortgage-backed securities, the bankruptcy exemption prevented the bankruptcy law from blocking “runs” on the institutions by their derivatives counterparties to claim assets.\textsuperscript{22} The “runs” decreased liquidity at the institutions, leaving insufficient assets to support their restructuring.\textsuperscript{23}

Section IV examines the necessity of strong bankruptcy law in preventing and improving responses to future crises.\textsuperscript{24} The government has proposed a new resolution authority that builds on the existing
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\textsuperscript{24} See infra Section IV.
bankruptcy regime, rather than replacing it.\textsuperscript{25} Others have advocated reforming the bankruptcy law to make it possible to resolve financial institutions solely within bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{26} The bankruptcy system provides an established set of tools for dealing with distressed institutions and their creditors.\textsuperscript{27} It can easily be updated to account for the development of securitization structures and derivatives trades that has taken place.\textsuperscript{28}

A strong bankruptcy law could contribute to the avoidance of insolvency among financial institutions, in the first instance, and contribute to the ability to prepare for bankruptcy, in the second.\textsuperscript{29} Without the bankruptcy exemption, counterparties to derivatives trades would become more likely to monitor their trading partners and more likely to enter fewer and less precarious trades.\textsuperscript{30} Corporate directors would no longer have to postpone bankruptcy in order to prevent mass termination of derivatives contracts.\textsuperscript{31} If the law prevented derivatives counterparties from dismembering economically viable institutions, and from causing reductions in the value of assets held by other institutions, alternative resolution schemes would become less necessary.\textsuperscript{32} Certainty for creditors would increase if they did not risk participation in more than one resolution scheme.\textsuperscript{33}

2. The Bankruptcy System

The modern, credit-based economy requires effective processes for resolving failed firms.\textsuperscript{34} The risk that firms that have assumed debts will become unable to repay their creditors cannot be eliminated. Bankruptcy law codifies a distribution system that can determine which creditors insolvent companies will repay and in what amounts, in accordance with clear and predictable rules.\textsuperscript{35} The bankruptcy

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{25} See infra Section IV.A.
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\item \textsuperscript{28} See infra Section IV.C.
\item \textsuperscript{29} See infra Section IV.C.
\item \textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., ABI Members Testify on Medical Debt and "Bailouts vs. Bankruptcy", 18 Am. Bankr. Inst. J. 10, 72 (2010); compare further Section III.A infra.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Compare Section III.B. infra.
\item \textsuperscript{32} See infra Section IV.C.
\item \textsuperscript{33} See infra Section IV.C.
\end{itemize}
system operates to impose the costs of firm failures on the private actors involved, and prevents the costs from becoming socialized.\textsuperscript{36}

Scholars, however, have long debated the purposes of bankruptcy law.\textsuperscript{37} They have disagreed over how to balance the enforcement of private rights with the management of that enforcement in the public interest.\textsuperscript{38} Those in the “contractualist” school argue that maximizing returns to creditors and preserving the contractual rights for which the creditors originally bargained should be paramount.\textsuperscript{39} To accomplish these goals, the bankruptcy process substitutes one coordinated distribution of assets for multiple individual enforcement actions that would waste resources and potentially deplete the value of distressed firms.\textsuperscript{40} Other scholars view the scope of bankruptcy law more broadly and would task it with mitigating the societal consequences of firm failures.\textsuperscript{41} These scholars advocate a bankruptcy regime that would operate to preserve jobs for the employees of bankrupt firms, support suppliers and other businesses in the community dependent on the firms, and maintain the provision of products and services to customers.\textsuperscript{42}

In actuality, bankruptcy law has become infused with normative values that extend beyond allocative efficiency.\textsuperscript{43} Bankruptcy law, for example, offers firms a chance at rehabilitation, even though doing so increases costs to creditors.\textsuperscript{44} The central task of bankruptcy, the distribution of assets to creditors, moreover, takes place in accordance with normative principles considered to achieve fair results.\textsuperscript{45} The law strikes a bargain between privileging contractual rights and promoting other priorities for repayment: Secured creditors have first priority over asset distributions because they negotiated

\textsuperscript{36} See, e.g., Donald R. Korobkin, \textit{The Role of Normative Theory in Bankruptcy Debates}, 82 Iowa L. Rev. 75, 91 (1996).


\textsuperscript{40} Alan Schwartz, \textit{A Normative Theory of Business Bankruptcy}, 91 Va. L. Rev. 1199, 1200-01 (2005).


\textsuperscript{45} Philip R. Wood, \textit{The Bankruptcy Ladder of Priorities and the Inequalities of Life}, 40 Hofstra L. Rev. 93, 94 (2011).
property rights in secured collateral prior to the bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{46} Employees rank second in the
distribution hierarchy, ahead of other unsecured creditors, because the law is sensitive to their inability
to charge interest to protect themselves against the bankruptcy risk of the firms that employ them and
their inability to diversify the bankruptcy risk among multiple employers.\textsuperscript{47} To legitimate these
distributional choices, the law has also incorporated procedures that increase the openness and
transparency of the bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{48}

The themes of efficiency, fairness, and transparency animate many of the provisions of the bankruptcy
code, even as disputes over the meaning and content of the three themes persist.\textsuperscript{49} This Section
explains how the code achieves each theme.\textsuperscript{50}

\subsection*{2.1 Efficient}

Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy code sets out efficiency-enhancing rules for resolving failed firms because
efficient outcomes in bankruptcy support economic growth.\textsuperscript{51} Creditors that recover more assets in
bankruptcy face fewer costs when firms default.\textsuperscript{52} The lower the risk of providing credit, the lower the
interest rates that creditors will charge.\textsuperscript{53} Cheaper credit, in turn, increases investment into productive
activities.\textsuperscript{54} This Part describes how the code seeks to achieve efficiency.\textsuperscript{55}

Chapter 11 increases efficiency primarily by replacing a race among creditors to seize assets before
others can claim them with an orderly, collective process.\textsuperscript{56} Otherwise, individual creditors could
dismantle the firm, taking assets away from other creditors.\textsuperscript{57}

\textsuperscript{46} Philip R. Wood, The Bankruptcy Ladder of Priorities and the Inequalities of Life, 40 Hofstra L. Rev. 93, 96 (2011);
Statement of Christopher Sontchi before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law,
Committee of the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, March 26, 2014, Exploring Chapter 11 Reform:
Corporate and Financial Institution Insolvencies; Treatment of Derivatives at 17.

\textsuperscript{47} Donald R. Korobkin, Employee Interests in Bankruptcy, 4 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 5, 6 (1996).

\textsuperscript{48} See, e.g., David I. Cisar & Christopher J. Stroebel, A Private Moment in the Fishbowl: Filings Under Seal in


\textsuperscript{50} See infra.

\textsuperscript{51} Whitney Travis, Stripping Down the Subprime Crisis, 10 Transactions, Tenn. J. Bus. L. 51, 68 (2008).

\textsuperscript{52} Adam Feibelman, Consumer Bankruptcy As Development Policy, 39 Seton Hall L. Rev. 63, 93 (2009).


\textsuperscript{55} See infra.

\textsuperscript{56} David A. Skeel, Jr., Markets, Courts, and the Brave New World of Bankruptcy Theory, 1993 Wis. L. Rev. 465, 470
(1993).
An essential tool for preventing inefficient creditors’ races is the automatic stay codified in the bankruptcy law. Upon filing for bankruptcy, the stay blocks individual actions by creditors to enforce their claims against the firm. Protecting firms against individual actions by creditors forces the creditors to act within a single proceeding. The assets of the firm remain together to maximize collective distributions, and the firm enjoys a breathing spell in which to devise a plan for restructuring. Where the assets of a firm have a higher value in the aggregate than separately, rehabilitation would be more efficient than liquidation.

The stay applies to secured creditors, in spite of the property rights that they hold in their secured collateral. The general suspension of the ownership rights of secured creditors reflects the importance of maintaining the collateral assets within the bankrupt firm for the viability of the bankruptcy process. Allowing secured creditors to remove the collateral would harm other creditors and potentially destroy firm value. Secured creditors, therefore, may only claim the collateral if a court finds that the collateral is not adequately protected or that it is not necessary to support the bankruptcy process.

### 2.2 Fair

In addition to establishing efficient mechanisms to maximize the value of assets available for distributions to creditors, the bankruptcy law emphasizes fairness in distributing the assets to creditors. According to the Supreme Court, “equality of distribution among creditors is a central policy goal.”

---


65 Because it would eliminate any possibility of turnaround and destroy any going-concern value that existed.


of bankruptcy law].” The code includes provisions intended to prevent special treatment of individual creditors and, instead, promote predictable and just allocation of assets to classes of creditors with similar rights. This Part describes how the code advances a specific conception of fairness both within classes of creditors and among them.

As a collective process, bankruptcy deals with creditors by class, rather than as individuals. Assets must be distributed equally within classes of creditors. To reinforce the equal treatment of each class of creditors, any creditor that receives more assets outside of bankruptcy must return the assets to the bankruptcy estate.

The bankruptcy law also maintains inequality among classes of creditors and distributes assets to each class in a defined hierarchy devised to promote fair outcomes. The rule of absolutely priority requires that classes of creditors be paid in a set order. Before one class of creditors can receive a distribution of assets, the class that ranks above it must have already been repaid in full. Lower classes of creditors are entitled to nothing until the claims of the higher class are satisfied. The law protects the property

---


rights that secured creditors bargained for and paid for, for example, by awarding secured creditors priority in distribution.\textsuperscript{79}

The bankruptcy court has additional, discretionary powers to correct injustices.\textsuperscript{80} The court can equitably subordinate one creditor to the others and place that creditor last in the distribution line in order to protect the rest of the creditors from the unfair conduct of one creditor.\textsuperscript{81} In addition, a resolution plan may only take effect if the court determines that it is “fair and equitable” to any class of creditors that voted against it.\textsuperscript{82}

2.3 Transparent

Finally, to increase public buy in to the outcomes of bankruptcy proceedings, the bankruptcy code includes transparency-enhancing provisions.\textsuperscript{83} In bankruptcy, distressed firms are resolved in public view, in an open process guided by a bankruptcy judge.\textsuperscript{84} Transparency strengthens the integrity of the process by showing how and why distributions of assets are made.\textsuperscript{85} This Part describes the procedural and structural provisions that the bankruptcy code includes to support transparency.\textsuperscript{86}

Mandatory disclosures create an open arena for working towards negotiated decisions.\textsuperscript{87} The bankruptcy process, for example, commences with a petition, a public document.\textsuperscript{88} The petition makes known the assets and liabilities of the firm, information that may previously have remained private.\textsuperscript{89} If the firm requires financing to support its operations during bankruptcy, it must submit additional

---

\textsuperscript{79} The law also distinguishes employees from other unsecured creditors and gives them second ranking. Bankruptcy provides employees with a greater opportunity for repayment than other unsecured creditors because of the inability of employees to charge interest to reflect the bankruptcy risk of the firm that employs them and their inability to diversify the bankruptcy risk among other employers.

\textsuperscript{80} See, e.g., Pamela Foohey, Chapter 11 Reorganization and the Fair and Equitable Standard: How the Absolute Priority Rule Applies to All Nonprofit Entities, 86 St. John's L. Rev. 31, 35-36 (2012).

\textsuperscript{81} Jonathan Carson, Pre-Petition Capital Contributions: The Road to Equitable Treatment in Bankruptcy, 1999 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 403, 416 (1999).

\textsuperscript{82} Section 1129 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.


\textsuperscript{84} See, e.g., Whitney Travis, Stripping Down the Subprime Crisis: 10 Transactions, Tenn. J. Bus. L. 51, 63 (2008).


\textsuperscript{86} See infra.

\textsuperscript{87} The “key” to bankruptcy is disclosure, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals has written, in In re Lionel Corp., 722 F.2d 1063 (2d Cir. 1983).

\textsuperscript{88} 11 U.S.C. § 301(a).

information to the court and obtain court approval.\textsuperscript{90} The sale of firm assets also may not take place without notice and a public hearing at which the sale price of the assets and competing bids for them are scrutinized.\textsuperscript{91} Confirmation of a final plan for restructuring requires a vote of the creditors and shareholders, and the creditors and shareholders receive court-approved disclosures that set out the provisions of the plan prior to the vote.\textsuperscript{92}

Committees of creditors also promote transparency.\textsuperscript{93} Once a committee discloses the circumstances of its formation, and information regarding the claims of its members against the bankrupt firm, committees of creditors have the opportunity to review and object to proposals of the firm, for example, to obtain financing, or sell assets.\textsuperscript{94} The bankruptcy code also provides the committees with investigatory powers.\textsuperscript{95}

Transparency is built into other structures of the bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{96} When a bankruptcy case encounters problems, the bankruptcy code responds with additional transparency to encourage resolution.\textsuperscript{97} The court can appoint a trustee to make known more about the circumstances of the bankrupt firm;\textsuperscript{98} alternatively, the parties can ask for a court-appointed examiner.\textsuperscript{99} The trustee has the power to investigate the “acts, conduct, assets, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor, the operation of the debtor’s business and the desirability of the continuance of such business.”\textsuperscript{100} The examiner “conducts such investigation of the debtor as is appropriate.”\textsuperscript{101} The Office of the U.S. Trustee, a governmental body, also monitors the bankruptcy process and has the authority to file civil enforcement actions to protect the integrity of the bankruptcy system and refers suspected bankruptcy crimes to the U.S. Attorneys.\textsuperscript{102}


\textsuperscript{96} \textit{See infra}.

\textsuperscript{97} \textit{See infra}.

\textsuperscript{98} 11 U.S.C. § 1106(a)(3).

\textsuperscript{99} 11 U.S.C. § 1104(c).

\textsuperscript{100} 11 U.S.C. § 1106(a)(3).

\textsuperscript{101} 11 U.S.C. § 1104(c).

\textsuperscript{102} \textit{See}, e.g., http://www.justice.gov/ ust/ eo/ ust_org/index.htm.
3. Bankruptcy Not Bailout

Many of the high-profile firm failures during the recent financial crisis did not end in bankruptcy.\(^{103}\) Instead, failing financial institutions were resolved through government interventions.\(^{104}\) The interventions evolved as the crisis progressed and ended in the U.S. government providing roughly $4.76 trillion in liquidity to individual firms.\(^{105}\) While the response appeared to prevent the collapse of the financial markets, it suffered in comparison to bankruptcy from inefficiency, unfairness, and opacity.\(^{106}\) This Section explains in detail why the government actions could be viewed as less efficient, fair, and transparent than the traditional bankruptcy process.\(^{107}\)

3.1 Efficient

The government substituted a series of ad hoc responses for the orderly, collective bankruptcy process.\(^{108}\) Reacting to emergency conditions as they arose, government officials moved within a few weeks from contributing over $100 billion to creditors of the government-sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, to imposing losses on creditors of Lehman Brothers without enough collateral securing their claims, to demanding that Congress appropriate $700 billion to buy up distressed assets from other distressed firms at artificially high prices.\(^{109}\) The \textit{ex post} quality of these varying choices increased the uncertainty of market participants, while failing to promote efficient outcomes.\(^{110}\) This Part explains why the bailouts appeared less efficient than bankruptcy.\(^{111}\)

The government response did not always maximize the amount of assets distributed to creditors, as bankruptcy has sought to do in order to minimize the cost of credit.\(^{112}\) A competitive process to buy

---


\(^{106}\) See argument infra.

\(^{107}\) See infra.

\(^{108}\) Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{ Bankruptcy or Bailouts?}, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 470 (2010).


\(^{110}\) Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{ Bankruptcy or Bailouts?}, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 471-72 (2010).

\(^{111}\) See infra.

assets often did not occur, and large institutions instead were sold to buyers in privately negotiated deals. Although the CEO of Bank of America tried to back out of acquiring Merrill Lynch, the Federal Reserve and the Treasury discouraged him, and the acquisition was arranged within forty-eight hours. Bank of America then received $20 billion from the U.S. Treasury and an additional $118 billion in government backstops. The Fed also encouraged the acquisition of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan by lending JP Morgan $30 billion to buy credit insurance for Bear’s toxic assets.

Politics also influenced outcomes in inefficient ways. Political symbolism constrained the actions that government officials could take, and Congressional decisions sometimes also dictated their actions. The bailout of AIG, for example, was tied to the replacement of the CEO to create the impression that taxpayer money would not reward wrongdoing, even though governance decisions are ordinarily left to shareholders because of their ownership stake in a firm.

In addition to governance distortions, the bailouts often shielded firm directors and creditors from the consequences of destabilizing actions, which subsidized high-risk firm decisions and discouraged creditors from monitoring and disciplining firm directors. Owners and creditors of firms took the benefit of the rescue, while taxpayers paid the costs. The government intervention in AIG, for example, extended $180 billion to its creditors and swap counterparties without requiring them to accept any losses. Bankruptcy, by contrast, imposes costs on firms and their creditors, which acts as a disincentive to excessive risk taking.

---


114 FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011) at 383-84.

115 FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011) at 384-86.


119 Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 486-87 (2010).


122 FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011) at 352.

3.2 Fair

The bailouts did not conclude with the fair outcomes that the public, as well as creditors, expect from bankruptcy. Taxpayers absorbed losses, and creditor recoveries depended on government discretion, rather than rules of distribution known in advance. Some firms gained market advantages ahead of others. This Part explains why some have considered the bailouts unfair, relative to bankruptcy.

The socialization of losses, while private gains remained, seemed less fair than bankruptcy, and the appearance of corporate executives benefiting at the expense of the public caused a public outcry. While bankruptcy distributes assets to classes of creditors in a defined hierarchy and imposes losses on creditors, the bailouts held taxpayers responsible for the cost of rescuing private industry. European banks, for example, received $60 billion of AIG rescue funds.

The government interventions also appeared discretionary, rather than fair. Federal officials acted without clear legal constraints established through a record of judicial opinions and scholarly commentary. The bailouts that resulted seemed idiosyncratic to specific firms, which made creditors and shareholders less certain of the status of their claims. The AIG bailout, for example, did not

124 See infra.


127 See infra.


129 See supra Section I.B; Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 471-72 (2010).


require the financial products business to return $165 million in bonuses that could otherwise have been distributed to creditors.\textsuperscript{134}

The firm-specific interventions, furthermore, caused market distortions.\textsuperscript{135} The government injections of public money advantaged certain firms over others.\textsuperscript{136} Mitigating losses at some, but not all, firms introduced follow-on competitive effects.\textsuperscript{137} In addition, government facilitation of the sale of large institutions in a market with few buyers served to make dominant firms even more dominant.\textsuperscript{138} JP Morgan, for example, surpassed the asset holdings of its rivals by taking over Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual.\textsuperscript{139}

3.3 Transparent

Finally, because the bailouts lacked the transparency of bankruptcy, they sacrificed public trust.\textsuperscript{140} The bailouts did not offer the public disclosures and opportunities for judicial review that the bankruptcy process ordinarily provides.\textsuperscript{141} The public, consequently, did not always understand the factors that motivated firm outcomes and creditor recoveries, and secrecy damaged public confidence in the financial markets.\textsuperscript{142} This Part describes the opacity of the bailouts.\textsuperscript{143}


\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Too Big to Fail: The Path to a Solution}, A Report of the Failure Resolution Task Force of the Financial Regulatory Reform Initiative of the Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2013 at 44.

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Too Big to Fail: The Path to a Solution}, A Report of the Failure Resolution Task Force of the Financial Regulatory Reform Initiative of the Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2013 at 44.


\textsuperscript{140} See infra.

\textsuperscript{141} Richard J. Herring, \textit{The Central Role of Resolution Policy in Dealing with Systemically Important Financial Institutions}, Wharton Paper (2011) at 35.


\textsuperscript{143} See infra.
The bailouts took place largely outside of court and without a public process.\textsuperscript{144} As a result, the adversarial system did not function.\textsuperscript{145} The bailouts lacked oversight through due process, the application of judicial precedent, and judicial review.\textsuperscript{146}

A federal resolution authority instead had the power to make decisions that were not transparent.\textsuperscript{147} It remains unclear, for example, why the Fed issued shares in AIG to a trust for the benefit of the Treasury Department, rather than issuing interest directly to the Fed.\textsuperscript{148}

The lack of transparency contributed to a feedback loop that worsened conditions.\textsuperscript{149} Rumors became reality as market participants lost confidence in the economic system and demanded collateral or halted doing business with troubled institutions, setting off a “contagious panic.”\textsuperscript{150} The government, for example, seized IndyMac Bank and placed it into FDIC conservatorship, in order to ensure the protection of consumer deposits, but deposit-holders nevertheless queued to withdraw their money.\textsuperscript{151} Investors, furthermore, retreated from offering new credit in part because of uncertainty over whether the institutions they might have invested in would later become nationalized.\textsuperscript{152}

4. Reasons Bankruptcy Not Used

Why was the principal legal system for addressing business failure not used during the recent financial crisis?\textsuperscript{153} A primary reason appears to derive from the fact that securitization and derivatives trading

\textsuperscript{144} Cheryl D. Block, A Continuum Approach to Systemic Risk and Too-Big-to-Fail, 6 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 289, 355 (2012).


has taken assets essential for restructuring outside of the legal definition of the bankruptcy estate. 154 The legal tool that prevents a race to claim assets by individual creditors, the automatic stay, applies only to property deemed part of the bankruptcy estate. 155 The limits on the definition of the bankruptcy estate contributed to the proliferation of financing mechanisms that would not be subject to bankruptcy, 156 and the increase in these forms of financing rendered the bankruptcy process ineffectual. 157 The government, therefore, offered bailouts to failed firms to avoid bankruptcy and the systemic instability that the exemption to bankruptcy would have caused. 158 This Section sets out how the exemption works. 159 It then describes in a general way the actions that it encouraged that made insolvency more likely and traditional bankruptcy procedures problematic. 160 It closes with a more specific analysis of the consequences of the exemption in the cases of Bear Stearns, AIG, and Lehman Brothers. 161

4.1 Exemptions

Securitization removes assets from the balance sheets of firms and insulates them from the bankruptcy of the firms, and derivatives trades qualify for a statutory exemption in the bankruptcy code that enables derivatives investors to circumvent the bankruptcy process. 162 Courts and regulators have, in most cases, endorsed the technical separation of securitized assets from the bankruptcy estate and shielded them from distribution to the rest of the creditors. 163 In addition, while ordinarily


158 Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 484 (2010).

159 See infra Section III.A.

160 See infra Section III.B.

161 See infra Section III.C.


counterparties to contracts with bankrupt firms must continue the contracts while the firms choose whether to assume or reject them, the law treats derivatives contracts differently.\textsuperscript{164} Policy makers feared that if derivatives investors could not close out their trading positions, the problems of the bankrupt firm would spread to others and cause a series of bankruptcies that would threaten the stability of the financial markets.\textsuperscript{165} A statutory exemption, often referred to as the “safe harbor,” has therefore extended special treatment to derivatives investors and permitted them to terminate their agreements, liquidate their positions, net their contracts, and seize their collateral, without participating in the traditional bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{166} This Part describes how securitization protects assets from bankruptcy and explains the operation of the safe harbor for derivatives traders.\textsuperscript{167}

\subsection*{4.1.1 Securitization}

Securitization intentionally removes assets from the remit of the bankruptcy system.\textsuperscript{168} Assets transfer to a separate legal entity, which in turn sells rights to the assets to investors.\textsuperscript{169} Securitizing a mortgage, for example, includes three principal steps: First, the originator of the mortgage transfers assets in the form of future loan repayments to a special purpose vehicle, a separate legal entity.\textsuperscript{170} Second, the special-purpose vehicle sells rights to the assets to outside investors in exchange for capital.\textsuperscript{171} Third, the mortgage originator takes the money that the special-purpose vehicle earned from the sales as compensation for the original transfer of the assets.\textsuperscript{172}


\textsuperscript{165} Mark J. Roe, \textit{The Derivatives Market's Payment Priorities As Financial Crisis Accelerator}, 63 Stan. L. Rev. 539, 564 (2011).


\textsuperscript{167} See infra.


The introduction of the special-purpose vehicle in between the originator and the investors accomplishes a legal fiction that protects assets from bankruptcy. \textsuperscript{173} If the originator enters bankruptcy, the bankruptcy estate will no longer contain the assets over which the special-purpose vehicle took ownership. \textsuperscript{174} The investors transacted only with the special purpose vehicle, not the originator, and so the investors have claims only against the special-purpose vehicle. \textsuperscript{175} They do not participate in the bankruptcy of the originator. \textsuperscript{176}

By eliminating the risk to investors that would ordinarily flow from the possibility of the originator entering bankruptcy, securitization lowers the cost of capital below the cost of secured financing. \textsuperscript{177} Investors in securities do not need to price the bankruptcy risk of the originator into the interest rates that they charge. \textsuperscript{178} Only the quality of the payment stream from the assets underlying the securities affects returns to the investors. \textsuperscript{179} Securitization makes other risks associated with the originator, such as how market fluctuations affect it, irrelevant. \textsuperscript{180}

Court decisions and regulatory rules have affirmed the protection of securitized assets from bankruptcy, even though, functionally, securitized assets differ little from secured credit. \textsuperscript{181} Despite the legal fiction of the securitization structure, the originator uses the securitized assets in the same way that it would use secured credit. \textsuperscript{182} Nevertheless, secured collateral remains

---


\textsuperscript{174} \textit{See, e.g.}, Lois R. Lupica, \textit{Asset Securitization: The Unsecured Creditor’s Perspective}, 76 Tex. L. Rev. 595, 634 (1998).

\textsuperscript{175} Christopher W. Frost, \textit{Asset Securitization and Corporate Risk Allocation}, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 101, 103 (1997).

\textsuperscript{176} Christopher W. Frost, \textit{Asset Securitization and Corporate Risk Allocation}, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 101, 121 (1997).


\textsuperscript{182} The special purpose vehicle leases back to the originator the assets that the special purpose vehicle bought from it, securitized, and sold, Lynn M. LoPucki, \textit{A Team Production Theory of Bankruptcy Reorganization}, 57 Vand. L. Rev. 741, 756 (2004).
part available of the bankruptcy estate, available to support restructuring, while securitized assets do not.\textsuperscript{183}

### 4.1.2 Derivatives

Securitized assets packaged into derivative trades benefit from a different and more explicit exemption from bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{184} Referred to as the “safe harbor,” the bankruptcy code offers investors in derivatives transactions immunity from bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{185} Over time, amendments have broadened the exemption, creating a growing class of creditors that can seize assets outside of bankruptcy, and thereby derail the success of the bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{186}

The bankruptcy code provides investors in derivatives transactions with special rights and immunities so that the bankruptcy of one firm does not spread to the entities with which it traded and propagate instability throughout the financial system.\textsuperscript{187} Consequently, the investors are exempt from general provisions of the bankruptcy law including: 1) the avoidance rules, which require creditors that receive assets from firms that file for bankruptcy within ninety days to return the assets to the bankruptcy estate;\textsuperscript{188} 2) the ban on \textit{ipso facto} clauses, which prohibits contractual provisions that make entry into bankruptcy automatically terminate contracts;\textsuperscript{189} 3) the automatic stay, which prevents creditors from filing individual enforcement actions against firms undergoing bankruptcy;\textsuperscript{190} and 4) the permission requirements for netting claims and liabilities, which make court approval necessary before creditors


\textsuperscript{185} Steven L. Schwarcz & Ori Sharon, \textit{The Bankruptcy-Law Safe Harbor for Derivatives: A Path-Dependence Analysis} at 2.


\textsuperscript{190} See, \textit{e.g.}, Statement of Mark Roe before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, Committee of the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, December 3, 2013, \textit{The Bankruptcy Code and Financial Institution Insolvencies} at 3.
can subtract money that they owe to bankrupt firms from the amounts that the firms owe to them, so that they can make a smaller claim against the bankruptcy estate.\textsuperscript{191}

Following a series of amendments, the safe harbor now appears to include investors trading in every instrument currently used in the derivatives markets and any instruments that might be developed in the future.\textsuperscript{192} These investors have the unique right to grab assets from the firms they have traded with when the firms appear to be on the verge of bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{193} Generally, in derivatives trades, the firms set aside margin.\textsuperscript{194} The margin operates similarly to a deposit and pays out assets to investors in response to changes in the value of derivatives contracts. If insufficient margin remains available, the investors can call for additional margin, forcing firms to offer more assets.\textsuperscript{195} Without the operation of the avoidance rules, the investors do not risk having to return the assets if the firm files for bankruptcy, as other creditors would.\textsuperscript{196} Upon the entry of firms into bankruptcy, investors in derivatives can also cancel their contracts, using \textit{ipsos facto} clauses that would not be available to other creditors.\textsuperscript{197} In addition, the automatic stay does not operate to prevent derivatives investors from terminating their trades and claiming assets outside of the bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{198}

The unrestricted right that derivatives investors have to close out their trading positions makes coordinated resolution in bankruptcy impossible.\textsuperscript{199} The investors have the unique ability to dismantle firms in a piecemeal way by seizing assets outside of bankruptcy, and therefore have no incentive to


\textsuperscript{199}See, e.g., Statement of Mark Roe before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, Committee of the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, December 3, 2013, \textit{The Bankruptcy Code and Financial Institution Insolvencies} at 1.
participate in the collective bankruptcy process. The assets they remove from the bankruptcy estate become unavailable to support restructuring.

4.2 Exemptions Make Insolvency More Likely and Bankruptcy Impossible

High volumes of bankruptcy-exempt transactions leading up to the recent financial crisis made it more likely for firms to become insolvent, while also making the traditional bankruptcy process unworkable. The protection from bankruptcy that securitization structures offered encouraged the propagation of increasing numbers of mortgages. Lending standards for mortgages fell, and institutions accumulated holdings in mortgage-backed securities. The ability to shift the risk that the securities carried onto other investors through derivatives trading had freed firms from discipline in the debts they undertook. Investors in derivatives also had less need to monitor the stability of the firms they traded with because the bankruptcy exemption would protect their recoveries even if the firms entered bankruptcy. As the value of mortgage-backed securities fell and the risks that the firms held became apparent, derivatives investors forced the firms to liquidate assets in order to provide additional margin, rather than compromising with other creditors to maintain the solvency of the firm. Entry into bankruptcy would not have prevented derivatives investors from continuing to deplete the firms of assets necessary for restructuring and depressing the value of the assets held by other firms in the economy. This Part sets out the reasons that the bankruptcy exemption encouraged increased


203 See infra Section III.B.1.

204 Kurt Eggert, Held Up in Due Course: Predatory Lending, Securitization, and the Holder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503, 550-51 (2002); Patricia A. McCoy et. al., Systemic Risk Through Securitization: The Result of Deregulation and Regulatory Failure, 41 Conn. L. Rev. 1327, 1327 (2009); see further AIG example, supra Section III.C.3.


investment in securities and derivatives and why the investment made it necessary to avoid bankruptcy.  

4.2.1 Instability from Build-up of Trades

The bankruptcy advantages that securitization achieves may have contributed in part to the high volume of transactions in mortgage-backed securities, and derivatives based on them, and their accumulation on the balance sheets of financial institutions. While mortgage securitization began in 1970, and by 1979 only 10% of mortgages had been securitized, by the close of 2008 $6.8 trillion in mortgage-backed securities were outstanding, representing a quarter of the entire U.S. bond market. Derivatives experienced similar growth, with a few trades in the 1980s developing into an $11 trillion market by 1994 and a $430 trillion market by 2009, far larger than the regular debt market. Credit default swaps, which accounted for $919 billion in trades in 2001, reached $62 trillion in 2007. During this same period, the repo market also doubled to $10 trillion. Credit default swaps transfer the risk of default of an underlying loan from the buyer of the swap to its seller. If the loan defaults, the seller of the swap will pay the buyer; if no default occurs, the seller earns a profit. Repurchase agreements, or “repos” offer a form of short-term borrowing. In a repo, one party sells securities to another with an agreement that the seller will later buy back the securities. This subpart explains how the bankruptcy exemption encouraged high volumes of trading in securitized assets and other derivatives, increasing the likelihood of insolvency at financial institutions.
Increasing Securitization Volumes

Securitization increased the number of mortgages available to securitize for several reasons. First, because of the off-balance sheet treatment of securitized assets, securitization made more money available for loans from financial institutions that owned mortgage-lending outfits, such as Deutsche Bank and Merrill Lynch. The mortgage lenders did not have to price the risk of default into the mortgages they extended. The lower cost of mortgage capital encouraged more home buying, which, in turn, fueled the pipeline of securitization. Second, because other financial institutions that bought mortgages in the secondary market and securitized them, such as Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns, earned fees from securitizing the mortgages, they could use the up-front fees generated from securitization to buy more mortgages to securitize. Third, because securitization eliminated the disciplining effects of default risk, lending standards could fall. Financial institutions passed the risk exposure of nonconforming mortgages to special-purpose vehicles, which in turn sold it to downstream investors, insulating themselves from the consequences of default.

In addition to securitizing increasing numbers of mortgages, financial institutions also bought mortgage-backed securities from each other, concentrating the risk of the securities. By 2007, for example, Lehman Brothers had bought $111 billion of mortgage-backed securities, more than four times the total amount of equity that it owned.

---

219 See infra.
Increasing Derivatives Volumes

The legal and regulatory system also accommodated increased use of derivatives, often based on mortgage-backed securities. The safe harbor, which eliminated the risk of bankruptcy, encouraged the use of credit default swaps that transferred the risk of the securities to other investors. The protection from bankruptcy also incentivized firms to shift towards using derivatives to raise short-term financing. Traditional warehouse loans, for example, were written as repo agreements in order to qualify for the safe harbor. The law made derivatives trading rational for firms, though it led to more complexity and opacity in the overall financial system.

The bankruptcy exemption incentivized precarious trades. Investors in derivatives transacted with weak entities, knowing that the bankruptcy risk of their counterparties would not affect them. They could protect themselves against default simply by calling for increased margin and taking collateral. The counterparties also did not need to reduce risk to attract trading partners.

In addition, because credit-default swaps enabled one party to pay another an insurance premium for assuming the risk that a mortgage-holder would default, the swaps stimulated additional investment in


mortgages. Making the credit risk of the securitized mortgages tradable made them cheaper, which in turn made credit for the underlying mortgages cheaper. The swap buyer, however, would remain exposed to the default risk if the counterparty insuring the risk were to fail.

Financial institutions entered into both sides of derivatives transactions, in increasing numbers. According to Vanderbilt law professor Margaret Blair, “financial market participants were using derivatives not so much to offset other risks but to place bets with each other.” Citigroup, for example, paid more than $55 billion for products based on U.S. subprime mortgages.

### 4.2.2 From Bankruptcy Risk to Bankruptcy Impossibility

High volumes of securitization and derivatives trading made resolution through bankruptcy impossible. The bankruptcy exemption enabled the depletion from firms of assets that otherwise would have been available to support restructuring. Securitization transferred assets out of the bankruptcy estate; the buyers and sellers of derivatives also removed assets when they demanded collateral to reflect the increased risk of their contracts or terminated their contracts outside of bankruptcy. This Subpart presents a general mechanism of the behaviors, encouraged by the

---


bankruptcy exemption, which pushed firms closer to insolvency.\footnote{See infra.} It then explains how the exemption subsequently operated to prevent resolution of the firms within bankruptcy.\footnote{See infra.}

The easing of credit in U.S. financial markets reached a limit when housing demand and home prices began to fall.\footnote{Patricia A. McCoy et. al., Systemic Risk Through Securitization: The Result of Deregulation and Regulatory Failure, 41 Conn. L. Rev. 1327, 1332 (2009).} Property prices declined, sometimes to levels far lower than the amount of the mortgages on the properties.\footnote{Patricia A. McCoy et. al., Systemic Risk Through Securitization: The Result of Deregulation and Regulatory Failure, 41 Conn. L. Rev. 1327, 1332 (2009).} With the risk of mortgage default increasing, investors, including financial institutions that held mortgage-backed securities began to write down their assets.\footnote{Steven M. Davidoff & David Zaring, Regulation by Deal: The Government’s Response to the Financial Crisis, 61 Admin. L. Rev. 463, 472 (2009).} Other financial institutions that held mortgage risk as counterparties to swaps and other derivatives trades were also affected by the reversal in the housing market.\footnote{See, e.g., Michael Greenberger, Overwhelming A Financial Regulatory Black Hole with Legislative Sunlight: Dodd-Frank’s Attack on Systemic Economic Destabilization Caused by an Unregulated Multi-Trillion Dollar Derivatives Market, 6 J. Bus. & Tech. L. 127, 146 (2011).}

As the value of mortgage-backed securities fell, the entities that had insured mortgage risk through derivatives trades began to call for more margin, triggering a process similar to a bank run.\footnote{See, e.g., Gary Gorton and Guillermo Ordonez, Collateral Crises, 104 American Economic Review 343, 346 (2014); see, e.g., Ed Morrison and Franklin Edwards, Derivatives and the Bankruptcy Code: Why the Special Treatment?, 22 Yale J. Reg. 91, 105 (2005).} The next few paragraphs explain in general terms how and why the run occurred.\footnote{See infra.}

The entities that insured mortgage risk had incentives to grab collateral before mass sell-offs of the assets underlying the collateral caused the value of the assets to fall.\footnote{See, e.g., R. Christian Bruce, Krimminger’s List: A Little More Chapter 11, A Little Less Title II, BANKING DAILY (BNA), Dec. 13, 2011.} Because the bankruptcy safe harbor protected the insurers from the bankruptcy of their counterparties, the insurers demanded collateral regardless of the effect of the collateral calls on the solvency of the counterparties.\footnote{See, e.g., Timothy P.W. Sullivan, Swapped Disincentives: Will Clearinghouses Mitigate the Unintended Effects of the Bankruptcy Code’s Swap Exemptions?, 80 Fordham L. Rev. 1491, 1521 (2011).}
Not only did seizing collateral weaken entities that were already in trouble, but it also threatened to spread losses through the financial system to other entities.\textsuperscript{258} When the same assets collateralized the derivatives trades of other entities, sell offs of those assets by one entity reduced the liquidity of the others holding derivatives based on them, creating conditions for other risk insurers also to begin calling on their counterparties to post additional collateral.\textsuperscript{259}

All of the counterparties to derivatives trades had incentives to meet the collateral calls without filing for bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{260} If a counter-party entered bankruptcy procedures, those insuring the risk of the mortgage-backed securities that had contracted for \textit{ipso facto} clauses had the legal right to terminate all of their derivatives trades with that entity at once.\textsuperscript{261} Cross-default clauses would cause one default to terminate a series of other, unrelated derivatives trades.\textsuperscript{262}

As the insuring entities jettisoned their derivatives trades, their counterparties had to sell more collateral to meet their obligations.\textsuperscript{263} This, in turn, caused the insurers to rush to close out their trades before the price of the collateral assets fell further.\textsuperscript{264} Lehman Brothers, for example, had to terminate nearly 800,000 of its 1.5 million derivatives trades within five weeks of filing for bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{265}

The safe harbor thus encouraged derivatives traders to dismember institutions that may have been economically viable.\textsuperscript{266} While ordinarily the automatic stay and preference rules would prevent the traders from running on collateral in the lead up to bankruptcy and protect their counterparties from having to liquidate assets in a collapsing market, the bankruptcy exemption made the provisions of the bankruptcy law inapplicable.\textsuperscript{267} The entities insuring the mortgage risk did not have to participate in the

\textsuperscript{258} See, e.g., Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{Bankruptcy or Bailouts?}, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 484, 494 (2010).

\textsuperscript{259} See, e.g., Randall D. Guynn, \textit{Are Bailouts Inevitable?}, 29 Yale J. on Reg. 121, 127 (2012).

\textsuperscript{260} See, e.g., \textit{See, e.g.}, Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{Bankruptcy or Bailouts?}, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 484, 495 (2010).


\textsuperscript{262} Statement of Jan Vris before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, Committee of the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, March 26, 2014, \textit{Exploring Chapter 11 Reform: Corporate and Financial Institution Insolvencies; Treatment of Derivatives} at 3.

\textsuperscript{263} See, e.g., Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{Bankruptcy or Bailouts?}, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 484, 495 (2010).

\textsuperscript{264} See, e.g., Testimony of Sheila Bair, \textit{Regulation and Resolving Institutions Considered “Too Big to Fail” Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous. & Urban Affairs}, 111th Cong. 51 (2009) at 53.


\textsuperscript{266} Mark J. Roe, \textit{The Derivatives Market’s Payment Priorities As Financial Crisis Accelerator}, 63 Stan. L. Rev. 539, 565 (2011).

Rather than compromising with their counterparties and agreeing to losses, they had every reason to strip their counterparties of assets, leaving the counterparties without money to support restructuring or to distribute to other creditors in accordance with the established bankruptcy hierarchy.\footnote{269}

\section*{4.3 Case Studies}

The bankruptcy exemption hastened the collapse of each of the three institutions that headlined the financial crisis\footnote{270} and magnified the risk that their defaults would paralyze the financial system.\footnote{271} The following Subparts explore how the general mechanism described in the previous Part played out in the specific contexts of Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers, and AIG.\footnote{272}

\subsection*{4.3.1 Bear Stearns}

Bear Stearns relied heavily on repo financing, perhaps because of the incentives that the safe harbor generated.\footnote{273} Repo financing accounted for 25\% of the balance sheet of Bear Stearns when it failed.\footnote{274} The safe harbor appeared to reduce the cost of repo financing by eliminating bankruptcy risk from its price.\footnote{275} Ultimately, however, the safe harbor made it necessary to bail out Bear Stearns.\footnote{276} The bankruptcy exemption made resolution within bankruptcy impossible.\footnote{277}


\footnote{270} See, e.g., Testimony of Sheila Bair, \textit{Regulation and Resolving Institutions Considered “Too Big to Fail” Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Hous. & Urban Affairs, 111th Cong. 51 (2009) at 52.}


\footnote{272} See \textit{infra}.


A series of events culminated in a run on Bear Stearns by the counterparties to its derivatives trades. In June 2007, Bear Stearns paid $3.2 billion in an attempt to save two hedge funds it advised that had invested in subprime mortgage-backed securities. Meanwhile, Bear Stearns took $1.9 billion in write-downs based on its own exposure to mortgage-backed securities. Witnessing these losses, its derivatives counterparties began to demand additional collateral, but Bear Stearns had trouble raising enough cash to meet the calls. In the four days before the government bailed it out, its liquidity dropped by $16 billion.

Entering bankruptcy would not have put a stop to the collateral calls and would have instead exacerbated systemic problems. Without the automatic stay and avoidance provisions to block the counterparties, the run appeared certain to continue. In order to prevent a mass sale of collateral that would drive down the value of mortgage-backed securities even further, the government provided a backstop guarantee to forestall bankruptcy. As the Secretary of the Treasury Henry Paulson testified to the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, “If Bear had gone there were hundreds, maybe thousands of counterparties that all would have grabbed their collateral, would have started trying to sell their collateral, drove down prices, created even bigger losses.”

### 4.3.2 AIG

AIG held a portfolio of mortgage-backed securities as well as $527 billion in credit default swaps backed by subprime mortgages. As the value of the mortgage-backed securities fell, AIG directly lost

---
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282 FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011), figure 15.1 at 289.


286 FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011) at 291.

287 Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 475 (2010).
money and also had to provide additional collateral to its swaps counterparties.\textsuperscript{289} As a result, its liquidity decreased.\textsuperscript{290}

On September 15, 2008, the liquidity of AIG dropped to a level that triggered ratings downgrades.\textsuperscript{291} The swap contracts required AIG to post more collateral in response to the downgrades.\textsuperscript{292} Under the contracts, the declining value of the mortgage-backed securities also triggered additional collateral requirements.\textsuperscript{293}

AIG owed collateral worth $14.5 billion, making it technically insolvent.\textsuperscript{294} Meanwhile, the value of the mortgage-backed securities it held to meet the collateral demands was also falling, and the securities were becoming more difficult to sell.\textsuperscript{295} Sales of the securities were taking essential assets out of the institution, threatening its ability to continue to operate.\textsuperscript{296}

A self-reinforcing cycle began.\textsuperscript{297} If AIG had declared bankruptcy, \textit{ipso facto} clauses in derivatives contracts would have allowed derivatives counterparties to terminate their derivative contracts all at

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{288} Alexander Charap, \textit{Minimizing Risks, Maximizing Flexibility: A New Approach to Credit Default Swap Regulation}, 11 J. Bus. & Sec. L. 127, 137 (2011). Had the government bailout not occurred, AIG would have defaulted on $440 billion in CDS contracts, \textit{id.}, at 138.


\end{flushright}
In order to avoid the mass termination, AIG continued to liquidate assets for as long as it could. Posting collateral, however, worsened its liquidity problems, which in turn led to more ratings downgrades and more collateral calls from the counterparties.

The safe harbor prevented entry into bankruptcy from putting a stop to the cycle. Without the bankruptcy exemption, bankruptcy law could not block the counterparties from dismembering the firm and forcing fire sales of its assets. The avoidance rules would have forced the counterparties to return to the bankruptcy estate collateral payments that occurred on the eve of bankruptcy.


Instead, the Fed acted to stop the cycle.304 Because the bankruptcy exemption made counterparties eligible to recoup all of their collateral if AIG entered proceedings, the Fed had limited leverage to force the counterparties to accept losses.305 The Fed provided an $85 billion credit facility to AIG, enabling the counterparties to make full recoveries.306

4.3.3 Lehman Brothers

At the time it filed for bankruptcy, Lehman Brothers had 906,000 derivatives transactions outstanding.307 News of problems at Lehman Brothers had sparked demands for additional collateral.308 On September 10, 2008, Lehman Brother reported a loss of $3.9 billion in its quarterly earnings and $7.8 billion in write-downs.309 It also announced plans to isolate the troubled real estate assets that it held within a “bad” bank, a corporate structure used to segregate illiquid and high-risk securities from other assets.310 Demands for collateral in reaction to the news placed the liquidity of Lehman Brothers at risk.311 Lehman Brothers, for example, owed J.P. Morgan $20 billion worth of collateral.312


The bankruptcy exemption made it possible for counterparties to derivatives trades with Lehman Brothers to strip the institution of its assets. The claim by J.P. Morgan resulted in the liquidation of $17 billion worth of assets. The avoidance rules did not operate to prevent J.P. Morgan from removing the assets from Lehman Brothers.

After failing to identify an entity willing to buy the institution, Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy on September 15, 2008. Counterparties to 700,000 derivatives transactions terminated their contracts. The closeouts have been valued to have cost the firm $50 billion. They also cost other institutions that held similar assets that lost value when a large volume of the assets reached the market at the same time.

Ultimately, Lehman Brothers, however, retained control of more assets than anticipated, and its bankruptcy concluded with a sale of its viable businesses to Barclays. Many of the derivatives trades that Lehman had entered stemmed from contracts that turned out to be under-collateralized. Some counterparties nevertheless potentially had rights to significant collateral, including Nomura, which

320 Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 482 (2010).
321 See, e.g., Ji Hun Kim, The Need to Amend the Bankruptcy Code’s Treatment of Derivatives, 18 J. Bankr. L. & Prac. 6 Art. 3 (2009) (nonpag). Contracts were “out of the money,” such that the counterparties owed Lehman money. For example, many municipalities and nonprofits had issued floating rate bonds and entered into interest rate swaps with Lehman where they paid a fixed rate and received a floating rate. Some of these swap counterparties were out of -the-money to Lehman as the fixed rate was higher than the floating rate prior to Lehman’s bankruptcy, (Braun 2013).
made a claim for $1 billion.\textsuperscript{322} The estate litigated the boundaries of the bankruptcy exemption and succeeded in preventing some counterparties from terminating their trades.\textsuperscript{323} The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York found that collateral that had become commingled with the general accounts of Lehman Brothers fell outside of the safe harbor.\textsuperscript{324}

5. Bankruptcy as Backstop

As the financial crisis has begun to recede into the distant past and consideration of how to respond better in future crises has started to take place, attention has returned to the existing bankruptcy process.\textsuperscript{325} The importance of functional bankruptcy law to backstop financial risk has gained traction in policy-making circles.\textsuperscript{326} Since the 1970s, the current bankruptcy law generally has achieved more efficiency, fairness, and transparency than the non-bankruptcy response did during the crisis.\textsuperscript{327} The bankruptcy code has also provided a detailed rulebook, elucidated through several decades of commentary, and bankruptcy practitioners and courts have built up skills and knowledge over time.\textsuperscript{328} By contrast, a new set of procedures for financial institutions would be untested and would infrequently generate results to inform improvements.\textsuperscript{329} This Section sets out current legislation to establish a new resolution authority, and explains how it supplements the bankruptcy code while continuing to rely on it.\textsuperscript{330} The Section then turns to more recent suggestions to reform the bankruptcy code in order to enable the resolution of financial institutions solely within bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{331}


\textsuperscript{323} Nathan Goralnik, \textit{Bankruptcy-Proof Finance and the Supply of Liquidity}, 122 Yale L. J. 460, 500 (2012).

\textsuperscript{324} David A. Skeel, Jr., \textit{Bankruptcy Boundary Games}, 4 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 1, 12-13 (2009).


\textsuperscript{326} See infra.

\textsuperscript{327} See supra Section II.


\textsuperscript{330} See infra Section IV.A.

\textsuperscript{331} See infra Section IV.B-C.
5.1 New Resolution Mechanism and Bankruptcy

The Dodd-Frank Act establishes a new “orderly liquidation” authority (OLA)\textsuperscript{332} that functions as a complement to Chapter 11, rather than as a stand-alone replacement.\textsuperscript{333} The legislation expresses a preference for using the existing, rules-based system of bankruptcy, administered by judges in a predictable, fair, and transparent way.\textsuperscript{334} Language in Titles I and II of the Dodd-Frank Act reserves the OLA for use only in the limited situations when existing bankruptcy law would be ineffectual.\textsuperscript{335} Where the OLA applies, it provides for temporary relief from the safe harbor.\textsuperscript{336} The former general counsel of the FDIC, Michael Krimminger, who oversaw the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act, has stated publicly that he would prefer never to use the new OLA.\textsuperscript{337} He, and others, support eliminating the safe harbor from the bankruptcy code in order to increase possibilities for resolving firms within bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{338}

The Dodd-Frank Act creates a hybrid system that defers to the bankruptcy code in all but exceptional circumstances.\textsuperscript{339} Title I requires certain institutions to devise advance plans for their own resolution.\textsuperscript{340} Multiple regulatory agencies evaluate the feasibility of the plans against the benchmark of Chapter 11.\textsuperscript{341} If the agencies determine that a plan is not credible and would not facilitate an orderly resolution

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{332} Cheryl D. Block, \textit{A Continuum Approach to Systemic Risk and Too-Big-to-Fail}, 6 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 289, 342-43 (2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{333} \textit{Too Big to Fail: The Path to a Solution}, A Report of the Failure Resolution Task Force of the Financial Regulatory Reform Initiative of the Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2013 at 2-3.
  \item \textsuperscript{334} \textit{Too Big to Fail: The Path to a Solution}, A Report of the Failure Resolution Task Force of the Financial Regulatory Reform Initiative of the Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2013 at 2-3.
  \item \textsuperscript{337} R. Christian Bruce, \textit{Krimminger’s List: A Little More Chapter 11, A Little Less Title II}, BANKING DAILY (BNA), Dec. 13, 2011.
  \item \textsuperscript{338} Louis Massard, \textit{A Review of the New Financial Deal by David Skeel}, 16 N.C. Banking Inst. 435, 452, 455 (2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{340} Section 165(d) of the Dodd-Frank Act; see further, \textit{e.g.}, Statement of Thomas Jackson, U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, July 15, 2014, H.R., The ‘Financial Institution Bankruptcy Act of 2014 at 2-3.
  \item \textsuperscript{341} Thomas Jackson, \textit{Resolving Financial Institutions}, Banking Perspective, at 24.
\end{itemize}
within Chapter 11, then the institution must revise the plan to demonstrate how an orderly resolution within Chapter 11 would be possible.\textsuperscript{342}

If institutions become distressed, the OLA offers a last-resort solution that supplements the existing bankruptcy code in situations of systemic risk.\textsuperscript{343} Institutions enter the alternative OLA system in rare cases where regulators determine that bankruptcy “would have serious adverse effects on financial stability in the U.S.,” and using OLA “would avoid or mitigate such adverse effects.”\textsuperscript{344}

The key effect of introducing the OLA alongside traditional bankruptcy is to offer a work-around to the problems caused by the bankruptcy exemption.\textsuperscript{345} When the OLA preempts the bankruptcy law, use of the OLA triggers a one-day stay that prevents counterparties to derivatives transactions from terminating their contracts.\textsuperscript{346} Unlike the bankruptcy law, the OLA can therefore preserve assets within distressed institutions and support the continued viability of their operating subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{347}

The Dodd-Frank Act provides the OLA with a limited number of additional powers relative to the bankruptcy code.\textsuperscript{348} In addition to suspending the safe harbor, the OLA provides a mechanism for borrowing money directly from the Treasury without court approval.\textsuperscript{349} The OLA suspends cross-defaults at entities affiliated with distressed institutions, which destabilize and reduce their value, and it can distribute assets to individual creditors without regard to the distribution rules of bankruptcy law.\textsuperscript{350} In general, it can act with little judicial oversight.\textsuperscript{351} While these differences from the bankruptcy system


\textsuperscript{348} See, e.g., Matt Saldana, VI. Parallel Regimes: Bankruptcy and Dodd-Frank’s Orderly Liquidation Authority, 31 Rev. Banking & Fin. L. 531, 539-40 (2012).

\textsuperscript{349} See, e.g., Matt Saldana, VI. Parallel Regimes: Bankruptcy and Dodd-Frank’s Orderly Liquidation Authority, 31 Rev. Banking & Fin. L. 531, 540-41 (2012).


may add facility, they also make resolution through the OLA less predictable and more discretionary than resolution within Chapter 11.\textsuperscript{352}

### 5.2 Bankruptcy Code Proposals

Rather than maintaining the existing bankruptcy law structure and building on top of it,\textsuperscript{353} other policy groups and legislators have advocated for resolving institutions solely within bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{354} Competing bills have developed that would create new chapters of the bankruptcy code.\textsuperscript{355} The proposals reflect a preference for standing by a system with established rules, rather than displacing it with new guidelines that are subject to politics and the discretion of regulators.\textsuperscript{356}

The Hoover Institution has proposed a new Chapter 14 of the bankruptcy code.\textsuperscript{357} The proposal, codified as Congressional bill S 1861, would repeal Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act and replace it with Chapter 14.\textsuperscript{358} The new chapter would apply to specific financial institutions, which would then have to file for bankruptcy under both Chapter 14 and Chapters 7 or 11 of the bankruptcy code. Chapter 14 would modify the existing rules of Chapters 7 or 11 only to remedy specific obstacles to resolving large financial institutions within bankruptcy, while leaving in place the established resolution framework provided for by the bankruptcy code.

The modifications to the existing chapters of the bankruptcy code, placed under the heading of Chapter 14, would apply only to bank holding companies and would treat them differently in two primary ways. First, Chapter 14 would eliminate the safe harbor for three days, with certain differences for repos relative to other derivatives. The Hoover Institution has criticized the OLA for not repealing the bankruptcy exemption that Chapter 11 provides, and has suggested that, consequently, the advance plans that institutions file will never be adequate under Title I of the Dodd-Frank Act, making liquidation outside of bankruptcy under Title II always necessary.\textsuperscript{359} Second, in Chapter 14, a select group of district court judges, rather than bankruptcy court judges, would supervise resolutions, and regulators would receive enhanced rights. The regulators would gain the ability to commence involuntary cases against institutions and to propose their own resolution plans at any time.


\textsuperscript{354} See, \textit{e.g.}, Diane Davis, \textit{House Panel Considers Draft Bill Providing Orderly Liquidation of Large Financial Firms}, \textit{Banking Daily (BNA)}, July 17, 2014.

\textsuperscript{355} See infra.


\textsuperscript{358} S. 1861, “The Taxpayer Protection and Responsible Resolution Act.”

A more recent Congressional bill, the Financial Institution Bankruptcy Act of 2014, proposes to insert a new Subchapter V into Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The idea motivating the proposed legislation is that because Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act prioritizes using the bankruptcy code and reserves the OLA for specific situations that the bankruptcy code cannot handle, the code instead could simply include the provisions for addressing the special circumstances of distressed financial firms. The legislation therefore recreates in Subchapter V the strategy of the Dodd-Frank Act, but places it within a subchapter of the bankruptcy code in order to emphasize the continued importance of Chapter 11. Under Subchapter V, holding companies would enter bankruptcy proceedings geared towards imposing losses on the creditors and shareholders of the holding companies, while the operating subsidiaries remained in place, in order to preserve their value.

To this end, Subchapter V proposes a series of changes, while maintaining certain core provisions of Chapter 11. The legislation would preserve the leadership role of bankruptcy judges, but a subset would be selected for their experience in handling large cases. Unlike Chapter 11, the legislation would authorize federal regulators to place financial institutions into Chapter 11 involuntarily and permit bankruptcy courts to review resolution plans in light of the public interest. The subchapter would also temporarily reverse the safe harbor. Traditional tenets of bankruptcy that the OLA eliminates, including the absolute priority rule and the general policies of existing managers continuing to run bankrupt companies and authoring plans for resolution, remain in place.

Although the Dodd-Frank Act relies heavily on existing bankruptcy law, the proposals for a new Chapter 14 and a new Subchapter V of the bankruptcy code would replace some of the few provisions that differ from bankruptcy. Title II of the OLA places more of an emphasis on liquidation, while the bankruptcy process has encouraged creditors and firms to negotiate collective compromises. Title II of the OLA empowers the FDIC to treat creditors within classes unequally, while bankruptcy judges do not make substantive decisions about how losses should be allocated. The judges instead review resolution plans for their compliance with distribution rules. Title II transfers authority to politically oriented regulators that operate less openly, while bankruptcy entails a court-centered process that the judges supervise.

360 Diane Davis, House Panel Considers Draft Bill Providing Orderly Liquidation of Large Financial Firms, BANKING DAILY (BNA), July 17, 2014.


bankruptcy law, the easier it becomes to coordinate between the two systems and to avoid upending the expectations of creditors.  

5.3 Need for Bankruptcy Element

Effective bankruptcy law increases the range of options available for resolving distressed financial institutions. Whether the resolution of financial institutions will occur in the future according to supplements to the bankruptcy code or within the bankruptcy code, the bankruptcy law plays an essential role. Chapter 11 remains a necessary part of any approach.

At a 2009 Congressional Hearing, Sheila Bair described the qualities required of a resolution authority, in a way that echoed many of the qualities that the bankruptcy system already has. She called for a regime that would be “open, transparent and subject to a system of checks and balances.” Three things, she said, were needed:

[A] clearly defined priority structure for settling claims ... [S]econd, the process must allow continuation of any systemically significant operations. Third, the rules that govern the process, and set priorities for the imposition of losses on shareholders and creditors, should be clearly articulated and closely adhered to, so that the markets can understand the resolution process with predictable outcomes.

Because the U.S. already has in place a mostly successful bankruptcy law, a special authority can build on its strength, or the existing law could be brought into line with modern financial markets without much difficulty. Calls for putting an end to the ability of the safe harbor to derail the bankruptcy process range from modest rollbacks to the complete elimination of the exemption. Small adjustments to the bankruptcy law could enable the law to become a more viable resolution tool for


367 Statement of Thomas Jackson before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, Committee of the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, March 26, 2014, Exploring Chapter 11 Reform: Corporate and Financial Institution Insolvencies; Treatment of Derivatives at 7 (“I believe the ‘bones’ for a comparably-successful resolution of a SIFI under the Bankruptcy Code are already in place.”).
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372 See, e.g., Kenneth Ayotte, David A. Skeel, Jr., Bankruptcy or Bailouts?, 35 J. Corp. L. 469, 496 (2010).
systemically important financial institutions: Some have suggested extending the ban on *ipso facto* clauses, and others have suggested calibrating the exemption by type of derivative and the specific risks that each poses when their counterparties have the ability to terminate the trades outside of bankruptcy.\(^{373}\) Transactions disguised to qualify for the exemption could simply be recharacterized.\(^{374}\)

Reversing the exemption and putting derivatives trades back in the bankruptcy system would restore important incentives.\(^{375}\) Counterparties would again need to monitor the health of the institutions with which they traded.\(^{376}\) They would need to manage the counterparty credit risk that they acquired.\(^{377}\) They would avoid relying excessively on exempt forms of financing. And, in an emergency, it would not be in their interest to ration credit.

If counterparties to derivatives trades had to monitor their institutional trading partners, and corporate directors did not postpone bankruptcy to avoid triggering a mass termination of derivatives contracts, the insolvency of financial institutions could perhaps be avoided, or their bankruptcy could be planned for.\(^{378}\) If bankruptcy law prevented collateral calls from dismembering economically viable institutions, and from reducing the value of assets held by other institutions, devising alternative resolution schemes would become less necessary.\(^{379}\)

6. Conclusions

Bankruptcy law has long served to balance the maintenance of the contractual rights to property that creditors have negotiated with the preservation of assets within insolvent firms so that the firms may continue to operate and, in appropriate cases, undergo restructuring.\(^{380}\) The automatic stay has blocked individual enforcement actions by secured creditors, while, meanwhile, the rule of absolute priority has extended to them first priority for receiving asset distributions. The nuanced treatment of secured


\(^{375}\) See infra.


creditors evidences the importance of retaining their collateral assets within bankrupt firms while a reorganizing process takes place.

Although scholars have differed over the precise boundaries of the goals of bankruptcy law, they have seemed to agree that the law should strive to create an efficient, fair, and transparent process. Rather than filing individual enforcement actions to reclaim what each creditor is due, causing mass liquidations of assets at plummeting prices that spread problems to other firms holding the same assets, bankruptcy law has required all creditors to engage collectively with bankrupt firms and negotiate single, comprehensive solutions. Instead of taxpayers absorbing the costs of reorganization, bankruptcy law has placed the costs squarely on creditors and shareholders and created a self-funding resolution regime. This has incentivized creditors to remain cognizant of the risks that the firms they lend to undertake. Instead of a winner-take-all system, clear and well-understood rules have guided the distribution of assets among creditors. Disclosure requirements and judicial review have offered an additional check on the fairness of distribution and introduced opportunities for public scrutiny.381

Nevertheless, when financial institutions began to fail during the recent financial crisis, the government bailed many of them out, rather than subjecting them to traditional bankruptcy procedures. Doing so preserved the stability of financial markets, but it introduced political discretion, required taxpayer funding, and produced market distortions and public panic. Closed-door sales, on an ad hoc basis and under emergency conditions, appeared less efficient, fair, and transparent than typical outcomes in bankruptcy.

Government officials circumvented the bankruptcy process because securitization structures and derivatives trading exempted essential assets from bankruptcy. The law has respected the separation of assets from an originating entity, when the entity transfers assets to a special-purpose vehicle. And it has also established a safe harbor, according to which the typical rules of bankruptcy do not apply to counterparties to derivatives trades. As a result, when mortgage defaults caused direct losses at financial institutions and increased the risk of their derivatives trades, setting off a spiral in which derivatives counterparties forced financial institutions to liquidate increasing amounts of assets in order to post additional collateral to reflect the new risk levels, entry into bankruptcy could not stop the cycle.

If the crisis was a test of the bankruptcy system and its ability to deal with the risks posed by modern finance, then the bankruptcy system failed. Well-designed networks have circuit breakers, but the bankruptcy exemption left bankruptcy law unable to stop runs on financial contracts held by financial institutions.382 The more effective the bankruptcy law, the greater the ability to build from it to create specialized resolution regimes or to use it to resolve even financial firms, which would increase certainty among creditors and the public in their expected outcomes.383

